It wasn’t that long ago the CIA took control over most American Media under a program known as “Operation Mockingbird”. It was Carl Bernstein who exposed the tentacles connecting the CIA and the Media, but it took even longer to connect the dots the CIA has been controlled by a secret society, the same society that is found at Yale University where its select 15 are tapped from the undergraduates and for the most part end up in government roles, the CIA, banking and the media.


By far the most valuable of these associations, according to CIA, have been with the New York Times, (founded by Skull and Bones Sulzberger) CBS and, Time Inc. (Time was Founded by Skull and Bones classmates Henry Luce (tapped into 1920), and Briton Hadden (also tapped in 1920).

These elite members of this fascist cult are sworn to support each other and their common cause; they swear no allegiance to the U. S. and they are members of a world organization that does not believe in the U.S. Constitution. That is the reason why so many Skull and Bones families financed Adolph Hitler. Prominent families as the Bush’s, The Rockefeller’s, the Ford family and the CIA infiltrated news media. The New York Times was called on by the CIA to trash the reputation of Gary Webb after he exposed the CIA Drug connections. They did their job, but the story has been told again in the true life movie “The Messenger”
For the most part the founders have passed but the relationships continue.

The Skull and Bones continues to churn out more of the future leaders of America in their effort to control and shape our political system.

To me it is interesting to watch the drama unfold as both the fascist right wing and the communist left wing go after Trump. This will be an amusing rendition of a centuries old drug cartel that has been influencing American politics since the early 19th Century. A cult founded in Germany with the American branch founded in 1833, this cult has advanced its members to the highest offices and political mechanisms of the media and the intelligence community judgeships and yes even presidents.

They have fairly much taken over Wall Street and own the CIA, the reason they go back to illegal drugs is that was their beginning and where the original wealth came into being.

Not all were into illegal drugs; some like Percy Rockefeller, S&K Class of 1900 - New York lawyer, oil man, and gun dealer with Remington arms was also part of Wall Street having been a director of Brown Brothers Harriman a Wall Street investment bank, began the family’s S&K History.

The Bushes, Harriman’s and Rockefellers financed Adolph Hitler to power, supporting his army and even gave Hitler the formula to make air craft fuel from coal.

Franklin MacVeagh, Class of 1862 – was US Secretary of the Treasury under fellow Bonesman President William Taft. Two other bonesmen George HW Bush and W Bush also members of this secret cult would later become president of the United States.

Many members of congress are a part and parcel of this secret cult…as are Wall Street Financiers,
* Charles Edward Adams (1904), director of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York *
* William McCormick Blair (1907), American financier, heir to the McCormick reaper fortune *
* Harold Stanley (1908), co-founder of Morgan Stanley *
* George Leslie Harrison (1910), President of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York *
* Averell Harriman (1913), founding partner in Harriman Brothers & Company and later Brown Brothers Harriman & Co., (A Wall Street Investment bank)

* E. Roland Harriman (1917), co-founder Harriman Brothers & Company  
* Granger Kent Costikyan (1929), partner Brown Brothers Harriman  
* Lewis Abbot Lapham (1931), banking and shipping executive  
* John Mercer Walker, Sr. (1931), investment banker  
* Charles Edwin Lord II (1949), banker, Vice-Chairman of the Export-Import Bank of the United States  
* Evan G. Galbraith (1950); managing director of Morgan Stanley

* William H. Donaldson (1953), appointed chairman of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission by George W. Bush; founding dean of Yale School of Management; co-founder of DLJ investment firm  
* Edward S. Lampert (1984), founder of ESL Investments; chairman of Sears Holdings Corporation

They were not all fascists some were socialists like Albert DeSilver (1910), co-founder American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), while many Skull and Bones were deeply involved in the CIA.

* F. Trubee Davison (1918), Director of Personnel at the CIA  
* William P. Bundy (1939) was an analysis with the CIA. * McGeorge Bundy (1940) CIA  
* Robert A. Lovett (1918), a Wall Street Banker, partner in Brown Brothers Harriman, helped to establish the CIA  
* James L. Buckley (1944), his wife was a 58 year career CIA asset. * William F. Buckley, Jr. CIA.  

If you check the Skull and Bones roster you will find the graduating classes of Skull and Bones appear to go directly into the CIA!

The remainder goes into politics, or become judges! Several become presidents. Robert William Kagan (1980), co-founder of the Project for the New American Century drafted the war plans for the 911 event and U.S. future war strategies.

For once we have the appearance of both the right and left working for a common cause, that cause crosses the political isles of congress and the long reach of Wall Street money, the political donors, the king makers have lost grace with the American public. These King Makers that have anointed Hillary Clinton with full knowledge she is a crook, a liar, and scandal ridden, the same donors that financed Barrack Obama knowing of his communist upbringing, and his Muslim beliefs. They along with the RNC fear losing control of Washington and their grip over our financial future or lack of one.

You will not find an administration since the later part of the 19th century that has not had Bonesmen in some positions of authority:

Reagan had his S&B George H.W. Bush as his VP, but Reagan is not the lily white republican the party worships; it should be noted here that Ronald Reagan, had been the front man back in the 1950s for the money-laundering organization, the Crusade for Freedom, which was part of Dulles's Fascist 'freedom fighters' program.

http://emperors-clothes.com/articles/randy/swas5.htm

We have endured a succession of imbeciles in the White House that have been the problem, beginning with Reagan who began the transition of America to a service society sending the sinew of America, our manufacturing, to Mexico. Under Reagan we lost some 2200 businesses and with it a few million jobs. Then Bush senior, who it is believed was in control of the White House under Reagan, Bush, a known NAZI sympatizer whose family (father Prescott Bush) had made their family fortune financing Adolph Hitler. Prescott, Bush Sr. and W Bush all were members of this Nazi cult at Yale University known as the Order of the Skull and Bones. Prescott financed Hitler through his involvement at Union Bank which was confiscated by the US government under the trading with the enemy statutes.

http://emperors-clothes.com/articles/randy/swas5.htm

When HW Bush ran for president he had known Nazi’s working on his staff. A 1988, Project Censored, a news media censorship research organization, awarded the honor of "Top Censored story" to the subject of George Bush. The article revealed "how the major mass media ignored, overlooked or undercovered at least ten critical stories reported in America’s alternative press that raised serious questions about the

http://www.projectcensored.org/

http://emperors-clothes.com/articles/randy/swas5.htm

Both the right and the left, or as each side has become better known, the Communist arm of the Democratic Party (the Obama Hillary contingent) and the fascist arm of the Republican Party want business as usual to continue in DC. The same money is behind the attempt to control who get’s the green light to be the party pall bearer… carrying a banner for each party that has fallen out of favor with voters.

This sudden emergence of attacks against Donald Trump, shows how fearful and desperate the left and even the extreme right wing of the Republican establishment are to hold their control over the public by only allowing insiders, those they can control financially to get the nomination.

But this time they have grossly underestimated the growing enmity of the voting public this time they have gone too far with the social drama. Obama leaving the borders open, sneaking ISIS commandoes into the U.S. scrubbing their intelligence history. And Obama’s false flag events, supported by Hillary Clinton, has turned the majority of what’s left of the Democratic party against politics as usual, and the RNC is too ignorant to understand we are on the verge of a real revolution, as the only alternative to take our country back.

Abraham Lincoln said it best….

What constitutes the bulwark of our own liberty and independence? It is not our frowning battlements, our bristling seacoasts, the guns of our war steamers, or the strength of our gallant and disciplined army. These are not our reliance against a resumption of tyranny in our fair land. All of them may be turned against our liberties, without making us stronger or weaker for the struggle. Our reliance is in the love of liberty which God has planted in our bosoms. Our defense is in the preservation of the spirit which prizes liberty as the heritage of all men, in all lands, everywhere. Destroy this spirit, and you have planted the seeds of despotism around your own doors.
Familiarize your selves with the chains of bondage, and you are preparing your own limbs to wear them. Accustomed to trample on the rights of those around you, you become the fit subjects of the first cunning tyrant who rises.

http://www.trueworldhistory.info/docs/quotes.html
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